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Abstract. Business services are offerings that enable organizations to achieve
their strategic objectives by making their functionality accessible to their cus-
tomers and business partners. Thus, organizations pay significant attention to and
invest in the explicit identification and definition of their business services. This
is, however, not a trivial endeavor as multiple concerns that are intrinsic to the
concept of business service should be taken into consideration in identifying ser-
vices. Existing business service identification methods used in isolation do not
offer adequate coverage for these concerns. Addressing this issue, we propose a
novel method assembled by situational method engineering from a set of existing
service identification methods, taking the best aspects from each of them. In this
paper, we present an instantiation of the situational method engineering approach
alongside the details of the constructed method. We also provide a demonstration
of the method with an illustrative scenario based on a real-life business case.
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1 Introduction

The most recent business approaches are increasingly shifting their focus away from
goods-thinking to services-thinking [1]. Driven by the influence of digitalization,
increased connectivity, and global economy, the concept of service has become central to
value-creation [2]. As a result, many organizations are providing services as first-class
standalone offerings in their value propositions, whereas many others are enhancing
their offerings by transforming their products into services through servitization [3].

In this context, one major challenge for such organizations is the identification of
their service offerings. When identifying service offerings, organizations have to deal
with various service provisioning issues, such as determining what can be offered to
which existing and potential customers and business partners [4–8], alignment of service
offerings with the long-term strategic interests of the organization [9], and identification
of business capabilities to provide a specific service offering [10–12]. To address this
broad range of concerns, scholars have proposed the concept of ‘business service’, and
relevant business service identification methods (BSIMs).
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The business service concept is a powerful abstraction that incorporates a number
of design concerns to address service provisioning issues. At the meta-level, BSIMs
provide procedures specifically designed to identify business services while addressing
a number of these design concerns. BSIM procedures focus on a key business artifact
(e.g., a business process, goal, business function, feature) and include a set of activities
that employ this artifact in business service identification [13].

The literature reviews on BSIMs put forward a wide array of design concerns and
investigate the BSIMs that they identified from various perspectives, each emphasizing a
subset of such design concerns [13]. However, a thorough investigation of these reviews
reveals that, while each BSIM addresses certain design concerns, a BSIM that is driven
by a complete and refined set of reported design concerns is still lacking. Furthermore,
existing BSIMs do not recognize contemporary perspective of markets reflected as the
Service-Dominant (S-D) logic [2]. Therefore, a BSIM driven by both a complete and
refined set of business service concerns and the contemporary business perspective can
help organizations to identify business services that can enable them to better leverage
this concept in addressing service provisioning issues.

In this paper we address this gap by developing a multi-concern business service
identification method –MCBSIM- that covers a wider and more comprehensive selec-
tion of business service design concerns. In developing the MCBSIM, we followed
the situational method engineering (SME) approach as it enables the construction of a
method by assembling existing and reusable method fragments stored in a method base
[14, 15]. In this regard, first, we have defined requirements for the MCBSIM based on
the concerns related to business services and identified and analyzed 47 existing BSIMs
to investigate the extent to which they meet these requirements. Next, we have identified
and integrated carefully selected parts of a number of BISMs into a coherent method that
meets the requirements set-forth. This paper presents the MCBSIM and demonstrates it
by going through a real-life business scenario.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 introduces the related work on
business services and BSIMs. Section 3 presents the research design for the development
of the MCBSIM.We describe the MCBSIM and demonstrate its use in the business case
in Sects. 4 and 5, respectively. Finally, Sect. 6 concludes with limitations and future
research directions.

2 Background and Related Work

In this section, we first provide related work on business services and concerns related
to the concept of business service and then, on BSIMs and their shortcomings.

2.1 Business Services

Business services are engineering artifacts designed by service providers with the pur-
pose of achieving their strategic goals [4–6]. In that sense, the design of a business ser-
vice involves bringing specificity to resources which have the potential to be acquired
by specific customers or customer segments [16]. All in all, business services repre-
sent different types of value propositions in the form of offerings that service providers
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expose to advertise and manage their resources and interactive processes [11]. As is the
case with the parent term service, the literature provides many different definitions of
the term business service. Each definition caters to a set of design concerns intrinsic to
the context in which the term is used. As a result, this creates an ambiguity surrounding
the term and this ambiguity represents a challenge to the investigation of how business
services are identified and defined. Therefore, as a first step in the purpose of designing
a BSIM, we have studied the definitions of the concept of business service in the schol-
arly literature. These definitions bring together various design concerns related to the
concept.

To discover these associated design concerns -which we will refer to as business
service concerns from this point on-, we conducted a literature review by performing
searches on established scientific databases (Ebsco, ScienceDirect, Scopus Springer-
Link,WebofScience, andWiley) using the search string “business service”. This resulted
in an initial set of 104 studies. Next, we applied backward snowballing on these studies
[17]. The main inclusion criterion for selecting studies from the start set was that the
study should propose a definition for the term ‘business service’. We conducted two
iterations and our final list of studies included a total of 16 studies. The references of
these studies can be found in Table 1 below. We extracted each definition introduced by
the aforementioned 16 studies and applied a grounded theory approach [18] to extract
and refine a complete set of business service concerns. Accordingly, we first coded the
business service concerns that each definition adheres to and then translated these into
overarching themes by applying axial coding [19]. The resulting themes with the sources
of definitions is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Business service concerns

# Business service concern Source(s)

C1 A business service is connected to business goals and objectives [4, 20–24]

C2 A business service offers a business capability [4–7, 10, 11, 25]

C3 A business service encapsulates combinations of basic intangible and
tangible resources

[6, 7, 26]

C4 A business service is customer-facing - external [4–8, 27]

C5 A business service is composed of infrastructure services [5, 7]

C6 A business service has a well-defined interface that explicates to the
service customer how to interact with the business service

[25, 26]

C7 A business service has mechanisms that realize its delivery [7]

C8 A business service shall have a service owner [4–7, 25]

C9 A business service is connected to one or more value propositions [7, 22]

C10 A business service’s temporal and logical dependencies to other
business services is explicitly defined

[5, 7, 28]

C11 All the information regarding a business service is stored in a service
catalogue

[9, 29]
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2.2 Business Service Identification Methods (BSIMs)

The aim of Business service identification is to identify and define candidate business
services on the basis of business service concept [9]. Since the concept of business
service involves multiple concerns, service identification involves the consideration of
these concerns as well. This requires a systematic method that supports the examination
of organizations from multiple perspectives [13]. In order to address this need, scholars
and practitioners proposed several BSIMs. These methods use different techniques that
involve procedures focusing on a key business artifact (e.g., business processes, goals,
business functions, features) and a set of activities that employ this artifact in identifying
business services [13]. However, reviews conducted on these BSIMs conclude that,
while BSIMs recognize the business service concerns to a certain degree, there is no
consensus on how to deal with multiple business service concerns in a systematic way
[13]. Comparing the previous work on BSIMs, we identified 47 unique BSIMs1 which
populate our method base.

3 Research Design

In the development of MCBSIM, we employed an SME approach [14, 30]. Accordingly,
every SME process includes two main tasks: setting the method engineering goal and
constructing a method that meets this goal [14]. Below we elaborate on each task.

3.1 Setting the Method Engineering Goal

Aligned with the most contemporary perspective to marketing S-D logic [2] we define
the context of our project as “identification of business services for a service provider
making a value proposition to a business network to co-create value with other actors
in the same network”. Furthermore, the service provider’s major concern is to leverage
the business service concept to the fullest in terms of addressing 11 business service
concerns. In the light of this context information, an analysis of ourmethod base revealed
that the present methods provided method chunks to perform certain aspects of business
service identification aligned with our context such as consideration of network or value
propositions during identification. Additionally, we observed the existence of at least
one method that adheres to a specific business service concern. Therefore, we decided
to follow a method driven strategy and set our method engineering goal as “assembling
a new method by re-using the method chunks of existing BSIMs”.

3.2 Construction of the Method

In line with our goal, we followed an assembly-based method engineering strategy
described in [30]. The process for this strategy consists of three steps: specification of
method requirements, selection of method chunks, and assembly of method chunks.
Below we elaborate on each step.

1 Please visit the following link for the method base: https://sites.google.com/view/bsimbase/.

https://sites.google.com/view/bsimbase/
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Specification of Method Requirements
For this stage we followed the process driven strategy as our goal was to construct a new
method [30].Accordingly,wefirst determined ourmethod engineering intentions (MEIs)
as shown in Table 2. These intentions were directly elicited from the characteristics of
the method context described in Sect. 3.1.

Table 2. Method engineering intentions

# Method intention

MEI1 The method should identify business service(s) that comply with 11 business service
concerns

MEI2 The method should target a focal business unit (FBU) to specify business service(s)

MEI3 The method should identify business services based on a value proposition of the FBU

MEI4 The method should be applied in a business network consisting of actors defined in the
value proposition

To realize our MEIs, we developed a strategy driven requirements map (Fig. 1)
as described in [30]. This map was based on the most comprehensive BSIM [31] in
our method base. Each meta-step (MS) of the map and the business service concern it
complies with are shown in Fig. 1 as well. The meta-steps MS3 and MS5 were already
present in the BSIM and were directly carried over to the map. To comply with C9,
we added MS1 which simply involves selecting a value proposition. Furthermore, we
addedMS2 to comply with C4 and C8 andMS4 to comply with C1 and C10. The arrows
in the map represent strategies, each satisfying the objective of the MS connected to
the arrowheads. Accordingly, the initial strategy: “Value proposition driven strategy”
simply involves selecting a value proposition and the terminating strategy “Completeness
strategy” involves identificationof all business services for the selectedvalueproposition.
The remaining strategies (S1-4) represent placeholders for specificmethod chunks.What
S1–S4 entail and how method chunks were selected for them are explained in the next
step.

Selection of Method Chunks
As indicated in Fig. 1, our method selection was targeted at finding suitable method
chunks for strategies S1-4. For selecting the chunks, we extensively used the MEIs and
based on them we developed the following queries for each strategy:

– S1: Application domain = ‘Information Systems’ & Design activity = ‘Model the
ValueCo-CreationContext’&Situation= ‘BusinessServices’& Intention= ‘Identify
goal dependencies between actors’

– S2: Application domain = ‘Information Systems’ & Design activity = ‘Capture the
Core Business’ & Situation = ‘Business Services’ & Intention = ‘Map business
capabilities of the focal business unit’

– S3: Application domain = ‘Information Systems’ & Design activity = ‘Relate the
Core Business to the Value Creation Context’ & Situation = ‘Business Services’ &
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Fig. 1. The requirements map

Intention= ‘Map business capabilities of the focal business unit to goals of the value
creation actors’

– S4: Application domain = ‘Information Systems’ & Design activity = ‘Design Ser-
vice Specifications’ & Situation= ‘Business Services’ & Intention= ‘Create service
specifications’

Each BSIM residing in our method base is labeled with specific tags indicating its
domains, design activity, situation and intention. Therefore, we utilized these tags for
querying the method chunks meeting the requirements of each strategy. Our queries
resulted in selection of a total of 13 method chunks (MCs). The resulting set of MCs for
each query is given in Table 3.

Assembly of Method Chunks
We followed the association strategy at this stage as our selected method chunks each
corresponded to a different functionality [30].Accordingly,we looked formethod chunks
which can be bridged together through their input and output products. This means, the
output product of the first chunk in line should be the input product of the following
chunk and so on. The input and output products of each method chunk are given in
Table 3. Apart from the match between input and output products the assembled set of
methods should also comply with all of the strategies S1-4.

In terms of complying with strategies, S3 demands MC3: Capability Modeling
method chunk. Considering the fact that MC3 is amust-havemethod chunk, the method
chunks that are both covering S1 and compatiblewithMC3 areMC1: i* StrategicDepen-
dency Modelling andMC11: Goal and Scenario Modelling. In terms of covering S1 and
being compatible with MC3, MC8: Business Service Specification stands out from the
crowd as the only option (asMC2: P2S’ input product does not match withMC3’s output
product). Overall, our final assembly consists of method chunks MC1, MC3 and MC8
and explained in the next section.
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Table 3. Selected method chunks

MC # Method chunk Input Output S1 S2 S3 S4

MC1 i* Strategic
Dependency
Modelling [32–35]

Stakeholders and
Their Objectives

Goal Model
including Goals and
Means (Tasks)

x x

MC2 P2S (from process to
services) [36]

Business Process
Models

Service
Specifications

x

MC3 Capability Modeling
[31, 35]

Business Tasks Capability
Model/Map

x x

MC4 Enterprise Business
Modeling (Input
Process and Entity
Models) [37]

Business Process
Models

Service Model
(Object diagram)

x x

MC5 Intention – Strategy
Map [38]

Business Goals Intention – Strategy
Model

x

MC6 Business Process
Decomposition with
Activity clustering
[39]

Business Use Cases Activity Clusters x

MC7 Functional
Decomposition with
Visibility and
Takeover [40]

Business Process
Models

Activity Clusters
with Associated
Actors

x x

MC8 Business Service
specification [31]

Capability
Model/Map

Business Service
Specification

x

MC9 Enterprise modeling
with financial
network modeling
[41]

Business Process
Models

Activity Clusters x x

MC10 Feature and Feature
Binding analyses [42]

Features Feature Model x

MC11 Goal and Scenario
Methodology [43,
44]

Business Goals Goal and Task Model x

MC12 A Service Model
Design Based on Use
Case [45]

Business Use Cases Activity Clusters x

MC13 Inter-Enterprise
Business Process
Modeling [46]

Business Process
Models

Inter- Enterprise
Business Process
Models

x
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4 MCBSIM

The method, which consists of four main steps as presented in Fig. 2, has been designed
to be used in a context where a focal business unit (FBU) makes a value proposition to
co-create value with the actors (including customers and other stakeholders) in a certain
context. Accordingly, the initial input for the method is a value proposition that the FBU
aims to make in a certain value co-creation context.

1. Model the Value Co-
Crea on Context in 
terms of Goals and 

Means

Value 
Proposi on 2. Capture the Core 

Business Capabili es

Goals and 
Means

3. Relate the Core 
Business Capabili es to 

the Value Crea on 
Context 

Capability
Map

4. Create 
Service Concepts

Goal 
Capability 
Matching

Business 
Service

Specifica on(s)

Fig. 2. MCBSIM

In Step 1, the objective is to model the value co-creation context in terms of deter-
mining goals and means dependencies between the value co-creation actors. The chosen
method chunk for carrying out this step MC1: i* Strategic Dependency Model [47] that
supports four main modelling concepts:

• Actor: A business role (e.g., organization and customer) that carries out actions to
achieve goals by exercising its knowhow. We refer to an actor as a Value Co-creation
Actor in this body of work.

• Goal: A desirable business state an actor aims to reach or sustain.
• Means: A concrete course of action (task) taken to accomplish goals. The realization
of a means is under the control of the actor who proposes (owns) the means.

• Dependency: A link between two actors indicating that one actor (depender) depends
on the other (dependee) for something in order that the former may attain some goal.
Two types of dependencies are considered:

– Goal Dependency: The depender depends on the dependee to bring about a certain
state in the world. The dependee is given the freedom to choose how to do it.

– Means or Task-dependency: The depender depends on the dependee to carry out an
activity. A task dependency specifies how the task is to be performed, but not why.

The output of this step is a set of goal models: a generic model of the whole context, and
goal models focusing on one-to-one goals and means dependencies between the FBU
and each party in the context. It should be noted that the goal models are relative to the
value co-creation context.

In Step 2, the main objective is to focus on the FBU and determine the business
capabilities of the FBU, which contribute in making the selected value proposition.
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Various definitions of capabilities exist in the literature [48], however, we adopted the
definition provided in [49] as it is a synthesis of the definitions provided in the literature.
Accordingly, a capability (1) is possessed by a resource or resource groups of resources
(tangible and intangible), (2) is the potential for action via a process, and (3) produces
a value for a customer (internal/external).

To capture such capabilities, we used the template given in Fig. 5 which was adapted
from [49]. The method chunk for carrying out this step MC8: Capability Modeling [31]
captures capabilities by defining service domains and identifying capabilities that exist
in a specific service domain [31]. A service domain is described as a sphere of control
that contains a collection of service operations to achieve related goals [31]. The service
operations are the activities that are carried out within the service domain to interact
with other service domains [50].

In Step 3, the main objective is to determine the capabilities that enable the achieve-
ment of identified goals and means. As described in MC8: Capability Modeling [31],
the focus of the determination activity is to match the delivered business outcome of
each capability with one or more goals and processes (or activities in the processes)
to the means. After the matching, the capabilities that are necessary to make the value
proposition are identified. These capabilities are the main output of this stage.

In Step 4, the achieved outputs are combined and processed for specification of
the business services as described in MC8: Business Service Specification [31]. For
specification, we used the template given in Fig. 7 which was designed in accordance
with 11 business service concerns. As depicted in template, a business service specifi-
cation involves a set of business service attributes, such as the capability, owner, service
operations, used resources, etc.

5 Demonstration

In this section, we demonstrate the utility of our method by applying it in an illustrative
scenario that is based on a real-life business case. The scenario depicts the case for
a new urban bike sharing business model. We omit the names of the organizations in
the scenario to keep their anonymity. In the selected business model, there are four
actors: traveler (e.g., tourists, students, employees), bike sharing service provider, bike
maintenance provider, and the local municipality. The co-created value proposed for the
traveler is flexible and comfortable travelling experience via cycling around the city.
Thus, the value to be co-created with the business model encapsulates high availability
andwidespread coverage of bicycleswithin the city. This should allow traveler, whenever
s/he desires, to take a bicycle and travel around the city. The traveler is not concerned
with managing or maintaining the bicycle and can store the bicycle at any available slot
at a parking station. As such, flexibility and comfort should be granted to the travelers.
How each actor contributes to the value co-creation is described below:

Traveler-being the customer-contributes to the value co-creation through providing
data on the usage of the service. Therefore, the value proposition of the traveler is pro-
file data and data about service-use. Bike Sharing Service Provider contributes to the
value co-creation by providing the facilities for bike sharing. As such, it is responsi-
ble for establishing the infrastructure for the bicycles, the software system to operate
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and use the bicycles, as well as the IT system to interact with users. Bike Sharing Ser-
vice Provider is the focal business unit (FBU) of the business case. Bike Maintenance
Provider contributes to the value co-creation by ensuring that bikes are in good condi-
tions and available for travelers wherever and whenever they desire. Local Municipality
contributes to the value co-creation by providing either the legal, financial or operational
support.

In step 1, we regarded the value co-creation contribution of each actor (except the
customer) as that actor’s motivations and interests [47] and iteratively dissected these
contributions into goals andmeans. On the other hand, the goal(s) and the single mean of
the customer were defined by dissecting the main characteristic of the co-created value
which is flexible travel. For space considerations, we only provide the goal model (Fig. 3)
that depicts the goals and means dependencies between the FBU (service provider) and
customer (traveler).

Traveler

The travel shall 
be flexible

Bike shall 
always be at a 

good state

Bike Loca on 
Informa on shall 

be available

Bike shall be 
locked/unlocked

Bike shall be 
dropped at the 
drop-off point

Get a 
bike

Bike shall be 
available

Bike 
Sharing 
Service 

Provider

Informa on about 
bike drop-off point 
shall be available

Offer Bike

Travelers shall be 
given bikes

Offer bike 
availability 
indica ons

Offer bike 
locking/unlocking

Track bike 
loca ons

Offer bike 
drop-off 
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Bike loca ons shall be 
tracked

Bike shall be 
maintained

Bike availability 
informa on shall be 

available

Bikes shall be locked 
with smart locks

Bike 
Maintena

-nce
Provider

CG1

CG1.1

CG1.2

CG1.3

CG1.4

CG1.5

BSG1

BSG2

BSG3

BSG4

BSG5

BSG6

Fig. 3. i* goal model for value co-creation context (between service provider and traveler)

In step 2, we determined the service domains and service operations of the FBU
based on the means of the FBU defined in goal models. Then, we matched these service
operations to an already existing list of business capabilities of the FBU which are
shown in Fig. 4. Furthermore, we re-defined each capability in detail according to our
template. Figure 5 presents an example that depicts a specification for the capability
“bike lending”.

In step3, we explicitly linked the capabilities that enable theFBU to achieve the goals
defined in Step 1. Then, we examined the linked capabilities against 11 business service
concerns to identify capabilities that can be business service candidates. This resulted in
selection of the set of capabilities: Bike Lending and Traveler Guidance (as depicted in
Fig. 6). The capability: Service Platform Management is an enabling capability for the
other capabilities, and it is not provided to the value co-creation context (i.e. does not
comply with concern C4), therefore, is not a candidate business service. Furthermore,
the capabilities Bike Maintenance and Accident Handling are partner capabilities that
do not belong to the FBU.
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Fig. 4. Service domains and business capabilities

Fig. 5. Business capability specification for bike lending
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In step 4, we specified two business services for 2 FBU capabilities: Bike Lending
and Traveler Guidance by bringing together all the entities and properties of a business
service as defined by our 11 business service concerns. A specification for the Bike
Lending business service is presented in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Business service specification for bike lending

6 Conclusion, Limitations and Future Work

In this paper, we present a method for the identification of business services. The main
objective of the proposed method is to cover the concerns that relate to the design of
business services during their identification. To achieve this objective, we identified
the business service concerns and followed an SME approach to develop the method.
In terms of the followed SME approach, we transformed business service concerns
into method building objectives, identified method chunks realizing these objectives
from a method-base of 47 methods, and assembled the identified method chunks into
a procedural method. Furthermore, we demonstrated the method with an illustrative
scenario based on a real-life business case.

Business service concept is a powerful abstraction to determine the service offerings
of organizations. However, fully leveraging this abstraction requires recognition of the
concerns affiliated with it. In comparison, the proposedmethod recognizes and leverages
the business service concept better than previously proposed methods. It yields business
services that are true to their intended form and purpose by building on carefully selected
method chunks each adhering to a specific concern affiliated to the business service con-
cept. Furthermore, previously proposed methods are disconnected from the contempo-
rary perspective of markets that is conceptualized as the Service-Dominant (S-D) logic
[2]. The proposed method takes the central theme of S-D logic -value co-creation- as its
context to better align with the views of modern business.
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This study is subject to potential limitations mainly due to the strategy used to
demonstrate the utility of the proposed method. A demonstration with an illustrative
scenario is usually tailored to an ideal context and thus, is highly prone to hinder the
discovery of issues that might result from the use of the artifact at hand in a real setting
or context [51]. Since the proposed method and particularly its steps are highly rooted
in academic literature –mainly in the form of business service concerns and existing
BSIMs-, its effects on a real-world situation are yet to be discovered. Therefore, as
future work, the method can be applied in a number of real-life scenarios in the form
of case studies, and its utility and validity can be further evaluated using qualitative
research methods that involve the practitioners as users of the method. Accordingly, the
method can be improved and finetuned to address any potential shortcomings discovered
in these evaluations.
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